
CS/ECE 560 Foundations of Fine-Grained Parallelism — Spring 2012 HW #3
CUDA Parallelization Due February 15, 2012 at 11:59pm

Yes HW2 was canceled so now we are on HW3. ALL of the homeworks and project writeups
in this course must be written using latex. See the template latex file (cs560-template.tex) at
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/˜cs560/Spring2012/assignments.php. Homework assignments are to
be completed individually. Homeworks need to be submitted electronically via RamCT AND by
email to cs560@cs.colostate.edu by 11:59pm on the due date. For this homework submit a tar ball
with all of the latex source and a Makefile to build the writeup pdf and your own copy of the galaxy
project with your modifications. Total points: 100

The goal of this assignment is to play around with a CUDA program. The goal is NOT to
teach you CUDA. We want to expose you to CUDA so that you can do your project using CUDA
if you would like. The class CS 575 (and probably CS 475 in Fall 2012) spends more time on
CUDA programming. There are also some good tutorials at http://supercomputingblog.com/cuda-
tutorials/.

Start by downloading the galaxy.tar file at
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/˜cs560/Spring2012/assignments.php. Notice that this assignment uses
code that the student Sangyoon (James) Lee created for a class assignment
(see http://www.evl.uic.edu/sjames/cs525/project2.html). We are using his code with his permis-
sion. It has been modified to include the batch mode for those of you that need to ssh into the
machines in room 325.

(The following text about the NVIDIA graphics cards at CSU was borrowed from Wim Bohm
and then edited). For this assignment, you will need to use a linux machine with an NVIDIA
graphics card. In the CSU labs, the machines in room 325 have such a graphics card. See the
README in galaxy.tar for more details.

You should use all but bananas, coconuts, apples, and oranges for your development and debug-
ging, then use those four machines for your timing tests. Those four machines have more powerful
GPU cards with Tesla C1060 processors. You may use your own personal computer for this assign-
ment, but the materials that you turn in should run without alteration on the lab machines, and
the instructor and GTAs for this class cannot assist you in configuring your personal computer to
run CUDA programs.

You can use ssh to work on the lab machines remotely since your work with CUDA will not
require that you have access to the main console of the machine you are using. The executable has
a command line option to do the galaxy simulation without graphics. Note that the machines in
room 120 (those named after vegetables) do not have NVIDIA graphics cards and are not suitable
for this assignment.

To use CUDA on the lab machines at CSU, you will need to set the right environment variables.
It’s convenient to edit your .cshrc or your .profile file (depending on whether you are using tcsh or
bash) to set them when you log in. You should add the following if it isn’t already there.

/usr/local/cuda/bin to PATH
/usr/local/cuda/lib64 and /usr/local/cuda/sdk/C/lib/ to LD_LIBRARY_PATH
/usr/local/cuda/man to MANPATH

For detailed instructions, see the CUDA FAQ (http://www.cs.colostate.edu/˜info/cuda-faq.html).
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For a reference on CUDA programming see the NVIDIA CUDA programming guide at
http://developer.download.nvidia.com/compute/cuda/3 0/toolkit/docs/NVIDIA CUDA ProgrammingGuide.pdf.

1. [30 points] Roofline model

Calculate a roofline model for the NVIDIA Tesla C1060 machines (apples) with a peak single
precision floating point line, ceiling for double precision floating point peak, and roofline for
peak reported bandwidth to memory. (Hint: do a web search for the machine name and the
word ”peak”)

2. [40 Points] Place the computation on the roofline model

(a) Inspect the kernel code and describe how you compute operational/arithmetic intensity
for it.

(b and c) Execute the current version of the code and record the frames per second Time
the runCuda() call, which is one frame update. Results will differ whether you use the batch
mode or not.

setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH /usr/local/cuda/lib64/:/usr/local/cuda/sdk/C/lib/
make
cd bin/linux/release
./galaxy -b=1 // for batch mode, if you can’t sit at the machine
./galaxy // for normal mode to get pretty display

Do enough experiments so that you have an average that means something and report the
average frame rate as the problem size changes. If you are using batch mode, you may have
to call runCuda() in a loop to get something that takes long enough to effectively time. Place
your resulting average FLOP rate on the roofline model graph.

See http://supercomputingblog.com/cuda/cuda-tutorial-1-getting-started/ for some notes on
a CUDA timer.

3. [30 Points] Remove a performance optimization

Read the description at http://www.evl.uic.edu/sjames/cs525/project2.html and create an-
other version of the kernel with at least one of the optimizations James performed removed.
In your homework writeup describe how you removed some optimization(s) and compare the
frame rate results.

You should be able to run the current optimized version and your less optimized version from
the command line, which means you will need to add a command line option. Look at how
we did it with gBatchMode and make sure you indicate how to run both versions in your
homework writeup and in a README file.

You can sink as much time into this assignment as you want depending on your interest level.
Some of the optimizations that have been done to the code are really easy to undo and some
like the use of shared memory are quite difficult. You could also go all the way back to the
beginning naive code. Please feel free to share any other fun stuff you do with this code with
everyone in the class on the RamCT discussion board.
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